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Abstract

In this paper, the development and optimization of Power Distribution Control Strategy (PDCS) have been performed for a Hybrid Energy Storage Systems (HESS) of a Series Hybrid Electric Bus (SHEB). A common PDCS is based on the use of Ultra-Capacitor (UC) pack. A new simple PDCS is developed as a battery based one. For the battery based PDCS, four parameters are introduced for tuning the PDCS performance. The Design of Experiment (DoE) method is utilized to optimize the parameters of the battery based PDCS for the driving cycles and the vehicle controllers. The results show the optimized battery based PDCS performance for some cases are better than the UC based PDCS performance. Vice versa, for some cases the performance of the UC based PDCS is better than the battery based PDCS. Finally, the costs rising from the HESS (about 66%) is reasonable when considering the over double increase in the battery life-time when using an appropriate PDCS.
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1. Introduction

The Energy Storage System (ESS) is the main drawback in commercialization of different kinds of electric and hybrid electric vehicles. Recently, a rapid evolution of EV has begun, which is driven largely by the development of battery of large storage capacity and reduced cost [1].

The Series Hybrid Electric Bus (SHEB) is an environmentally-friendly vehicle with an acceptable cost and a short-term market penetration [2] for utilization in crowded and polluted cities. The SHEB has been designed and fabricated in Vehicle, Fuel and Environment Research Institute (VFERI), University of Tehran, Iran [3]. The SHEB is a SHEV in which the all of its propulsion energy is produced by the electric-machine. Accordingly, the SHEB has high energy and power demands for propulsion. In VFERI, a dynamic feed-forward model of the series hybrid electric city bus has been developed using MATLAB/Simulink [4].

The most common ESS of EVs is battery. Batteries are preferred in the market due to their low cost and portability [5]. Batteries have high energy and low power specifications for use in EVs (peak-to-average power ratios are between 0.5 to 2 [6]). As battery costs continue to decrease, EVs will become more attractive for a larger pool of customers. However, the life-time for battery advances is uncertain [7]. Another candidate for ESS is Ultra-Capacitor (UC). UCs have good life cycle, low energy and high power specifications (peak-to-average power ratios are between 10 to 12 [6]). Also, the cost of UCs has been falling significantly during the last decade [8]. The complementary specifications of batteries and UCs can be beneficially combined to make a new ESS of EVs that shows high performance with low weight and suitable battery life at a reasonable cost [9]. In recent years, some designs have been proposed to implement this idea for...
developing a Hybrid Energy Storage System (HESS) with high energy and high power specifications. The main objective of coupling batteries and UCs is to reduce the current stress in the batteries in order to decrease its size and cost and to improve its life-time [10]. The Power Distribution Control Strategy (PDCS) of a HESS has a great effect on its behavior [11]. The common PDCS is the UC based PDCS. This PDCS commands to the UC to supply the demand power of the vehicle up to the UC limits and then the battery generates the excess demand power of the vehicle [12]. In addition, some complicated PDCS are introduced in the literature of the HESS, such as the UC state of charge control ([13],[14]) and another based on an optimization model using neural networks [15]. In this paper, a simple UC based PDCS is implemented for the SHEB. In addition, a new simple PDCS is established as a battery based one. The main idea of the battery based PDCS is to use the battery as the prior ESS to provide the demand power of the vehicle. When the battery power is not enough, the battery based PDCS commands the DC/DC converter to utilize the UC pack to provide the excess demand power. In addition, the PDCS charges the UC in the normal working modes, in order to prepare it for the next high power situation. Also, four parameters are introduced for tuning the PDCS performance. The Design of Experiment (DoE) method is utilized to optimize the parameters of the battery based PDCS.

2. Powertrain Structure

A series hybrid electric bus has been designed and fabricated in Vehicle, Fuel, and Environment Research Institute (VFERI) of University of Tehran, Iran. The base vehicle of this hybrid electric bus is the O457 city bus. The hybrid powertrain configuration of the O457 SHEB has been presented in Fig1.

As shown in Fig1, the SHEB powertrain is the series configuration. The propulsion system has been consisted of two traction motors, which are coupled using a coupling gearbox. The existence of two traction motors instead of one, upgrades the flexibility of hybrid vehicle controller to turn off one of them during often normal modes of driving situations. The 3-phases traction motors can propel and brake the SHEB during acceleration and deceleration. The regenerative braking energy can be stored in the batteries. Every 3-phases traction motors have been driven by an inverter. The inverters are the interfaces between high voltage DC bus and the 3-phases traction motors. The high voltage bus of the SHEB has been connected to the generator and the batteries. The 3-phases generator has been connected to the high voltage bus using an inverter. The generator, also, has been coupled to the output shaft of the Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) by a gearbox to keep the consistency of their speeds. The ICE-generator can provide average power demands of the SHEB (power follower strategy), or only charge the batteries when they have been depleted (thermostat strategy). These working strategies of the ICE-generator have been managed by the hybrid vehicle controller.

One of the well-known rules for series hybrid powertrain design is that the ICE-generator provides the average part and the batteries provide the fluctuation parts of the vehicle power demands. Attending to which strategy (the power follower or the thermostat) has been selected by the hybrid vehicle controller, the power and the energy requirements of the batteries have been determined.

![Fig1. The hybrid powertrain configuration of the O457 hybrid electric bus [17]](image-url)
The main characteristics of the SHEB are listed in Table 1 and the main specifications of the SHEB powertrain are listed in Table 2.

In Table 3, the UC module characteristics are listed. In comparison with the utilized Lithium battery, the power specification of UC (14.4 kW/kg) is very greater than that of battery (1.53 kW/kg) and the energy specification of UC (4.00 Wh/kg) is very smaller than that of battery (134.55 Wh/kg). As a design advice, the power capability of UC is considered the maximum continuous power (because of the very short-term nature of UC peak power), and its energy capacity is assumed 75% maximum energy, because of input minimum voltage limitation of DC/DC converter [18].

The power discharge profile of UC is shown in Fig 2.
Fig 2. Power discharge profile of UC

Fig 3. Tehran city bus driving cycle

Fig 4. Manhattan city bus driving cycle
In this paper, 14 UC modules in series configuration are selected for using in the HESS of the SHEB. The voltage ranges of the UC pack are between 680.4 V (14×48.6) to 340.2 V. The DC/DC converter, as an electrical interface, regulates the wide voltage range of the UC.

As shown in [16], the performance improvement of a HESS in comparison with the ESS is dependent on the aggressiveness of the driving cycle. Therefore, the design of a HESS and its power distribution control strategy could be done in a specific driving cycle to optimize the HESS performance. In this paper, the performance evaluation of the SHEB is studied in two different driving cycles for the city bus. The driving cycles are belong to Tehran [19] (Fig3) and Manhattan [20] (Fig4).

3. Power Distribution Control Strategy Development

The HESS power distribution control strategy has a great effect on its behavior. In this paper, two PDCS are developed and optimized in different driving cycles and hybrid vehicle controller. A common PDCS is the UC based one, and a new simple PDCS is established as a battery based one.

UC Based PDCS

The UC based PDCS flowchart is shown in Fig5. As a principle rule, \( P_{UC} = P_{dem} \) (\( P_{UC} \) is the UC power and \( P_{dem} \) is the HESS demand power). But, the \( P_{UC} \) is limited by the \( P_{UC\_min} \) (the minimum level of the UC power) and the \( P_{UC\_max} \) (the maximum level of the UC power). The excess power of the HESS demand power which the UC cannot provide (\( P_{dem} - P_{UC} \)) is generated by the battery (\( P_{bat} \)). Likewise, the \( P_{bat} \) is limited by the \( P_{bat\_min} \) (the minimum level of the battery power) and the \( P_{bat\_max\_2} \) (the maximum level of the battery power).

Battery Based PDCS

The main idea of the battery based PDCS is to compensate the battery shortage powers. Thus, in these situations, the battery based PDCS commands the DC/DC converter to utilize the UC pack to provide the excess vehicle demand power. In addition, the PDCS charges the UC in the normal working modes, in order to prepare it for the next high power situation. The battery based PDCS flowchart is shown in Fig6. As a principle rule, \( P_{bat} = P_{dem} \). But, the \( P_{bat} \) is limited by the \( P_{bat\_min} \) and the \( P_{bat\_max\_1} \) (the maximum continuous of the battery power). The battery can provide instantaneously higher power (up to \( P_{bat\_max\_2} \)) than the maximum continuous power (\( P_{bat\_max\_1} \)). But, if the \( P_{bat} \) goes over than the \( P_{bat\_max\_1} \), the battery life-time is harmed. The excess power of the HESS demand power (\( P_{dem} - P_{bat} \)) is generated by the UC (\( P_{UC} \)). Likewise, the \( P_{UC} \) is limited by the \( P_{UC\_min} \) and the \( P_{UC\_max} \). As the last rule, \( P_{bat} = P_{dem} - P_{UC} \) and \( P_{bat} \) is limited by the \( P_{bat\_max\_2} \) and \( P_{bat\_min} \).
4. PDCS Optimization

In this paper, four criteria are compared to the performance evaluation of ESS and HESSs:

- Cycle count
  - Sum of over-Continuous Current (Ah)
  - Sum of Brake Resistor Power (kWh)
  - Sum of Shortage Power (kWh)

In SHEB and other HEV application, there are a few complete charge/discharge cycles is applied to the battery. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate the battery cycle life. In this paper, a charge/discharge cycle counting method is utilized to estimate the Lithium battery cycle life [21], as the “cycle count”. This method can count the half charge/discharge cycles with widespread DoD ranges, similar to some methods for Lead-acid batteries [22]. By utilizing this criterion, an estimation of replacement cost of the Lithium battery in real driving cycles is obtained. The main purpose of the PDCSs of the HESS is reducing the deep Depth of Discharge (DoD) cycles and the current fluctuations of the battery in comparison with an ESS.

The “sum of over-continuous current” indicates the high current stress of the battery which reduces the battery lifetime. Generally, batteries discharged at higher currents have lower discharge capacities [23].

The “sum of brake resistor power” displays the energy saving loss which has been sent to the brake resistor (an ohmic resistor unit component) when the charge power capacity of the ESS is less than the vehicle charge power demand. Sequentially, The “sum of shortage power” presents the driver...
satisfaction criteria. It is the difference between the ESS power demand and the ESS power provided. The shortage power causes to the driver cannot properly track the driving cycle.

For the battery based PDCS, four parameters are introduced for tuning the PDCS performance. The Design of Experiment (DoE) method is utilized to optimized the parameters of the battery based PDCS for the driving cycles and the vehicle controllers.

The design of experiments (Fig7) of the parameters of the battery based PDCS are listed below:

- The SoC_n and SoC_p varies from 20% to 95% with a step of 15%.
- The ch_f and dch_f varies from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.2.

In tables IV and V, the performance of the ESS is compared with the three different HESSs. The difference between these HESS is related to their PDCSs. The “HESS UC based” has the UC based PDCS and the “HESS battery based” has the battery based PDCS and is optimized respect to minimum “sum of brake resistor power” (the fuel consumption criterion). The performance is determined in different driving cycles.

A point about the performance evaluation of the PDCS is the difference between the performances of the different driving cycles. This may cause to the PDCS optimization variety for the SHEB of the different cities.

Table 4. Results for Tehran driving cycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>ESS</th>
<th>HESS UC based</th>
<th>HESS battery based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle count</td>
<td>4.14x10^6</td>
<td>1.45x10^7</td>
<td>4.14x10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of over-Continuous Current (Ah)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Shortage Power (kWh)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Brake Resistor Power (kWh)</td>
<td>15.91</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Results for Manhattan driving cycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>ESS</th>
<th>HESS UC based</th>
<th>HESS battery based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle count</td>
<td>9.80x10^3</td>
<td>2.41x10^7</td>
<td>1.60x10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of over-Continuous Current (Ah)</td>
<td>265.28</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Shortage Power (kWh)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Brake Resistor Power (kWh)</td>
<td>1044.00</td>
<td>365.16</td>
<td>118.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Results for Tehran driving cycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>ESS</th>
<th>HESS UC based</th>
<th>HESS battery based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Consumption (lit/100km)</td>
<td>40.12</td>
<td>35.11</td>
<td>39.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle count</td>
<td>3.30x10^{-5}</td>
<td>1.98x10^{-5}</td>
<td>3.29x10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of over-Continuous Current (Ah)</td>
<td>1716.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>31.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Shortage Power (kWh)</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Brake Resistor Power (kWh)</td>
<td>6840.70</td>
<td>56.44</td>
<td>6445.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Results for Manhattan driving cycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>ESS</th>
<th>HESS UC based</th>
<th>HESS battery based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Consumption (lit/100km)</td>
<td>59.09</td>
<td>47.38</td>
<td>46.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle count</td>
<td>1.97x10^{-6}</td>
<td>6.04x10^{-5}</td>
<td>2.39x10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of over-Continuous Current (Ah)</td>
<td>7918.49</td>
<td>2397.75</td>
<td>189.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Shortage Power (kWh)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Brake Resistor Power (kWh)</td>
<td>31297.93</td>
<td>8455.94</td>
<td>3998.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

In tables VI and VII, the performance of the ESS is compared with the three different HESSs. The difference between these HESS is related to their PDCSs, as discussed in the previous section. The performance is determined in different driving cycles.

As shown in Table 6, the best power distribution control strategy for Tehran driving cycle is the UC based PDCS. The fuel consumption is 12.5%, the cycle count is 99.4%, and the other criteria are 100% improved for the HESS with the UC based PDCS in comparison with the ESS. On the other hand, the both of the battery based PDCSs do not have considerable good performance for Tehran driving cycle in comparison with the UC based PDCS.

As shown in Table 7, the best power distribution control strategy for these cases is the battery based PDCS. The fuel consumption is up to 29% and the other criteria are up to 100% improved for the HESS with the battery based PDCS in comparison with the ESS. On the other hand, the both other PDCSs do not have considerable good performance for Manhattan driving cycle in comparison with the battery based PDCS.

Conclusion

Power Distribution Control Strategies (PDCSs) are developed and optimized for Hybrid Energy Storage System (HESS) of a Series Hybrid Electric Bus (SHEB). A common UC based PDCS one was implemented. Also, a new simple PDCS was developed and implemented as a battery based one. For the battery based PDCS, four parameters were introduced for tuning the PDCS performance. The Design of Experiment (DoE) method was utilized to optimized the parameters of the battery based PDCS for two driving cycles and the vehicle controllers.

The performance evaluation shows that the optimized battery based PDCS performance for some cases is better than the UC based PDCS performance. Vice versa, for some cases the performance of the UC based PDCS is better than of the battery based one. In conclusion an appropriate PDCS structure should be designed and their parameters shall be optimized with respect to the SHEB driving cycle and the hybrid vehicle controller.

The estimation cost of the ESS (battery pack) is 24.85 1kUSD and the HESS (battery pack + UC pack + DC/DC converter) is 41.30 1kUSD (about 66% increases in cost). The performance evaluation of the developed PDCS shows that the battery life-time is increased at least two times for the HESS in
comparison with the ESS. Thus the increase in cost of the HESS using an appropriate PDCS is reasonable when considering the double improvement of the battery life-time.
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